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Educating for Human Dignity 2010-08-03

issues of universal human rights are critically important topics in education today educators scholars and activists urge

schools to promote awareness and understanding of human rights in their curricula from the earliest levels written by by betty

a reardon one of the foremost scholars on human rights education for the primary and secondary levels educating for human

dignity is designed for both teachers and teacher educators it is the first resource offering both guidance and support

materials for human rights education programs from kindergarten through high school it opens possibilities for an holistic

approach to human rights education that directly confronts the values issues raised by human rights problems in a context of

global interrelationships

On the Problem of Human Dignity 2009

the notion of human dignity plays a central role in human rights discourse according to the universal declaration of human

rights recognition of the inherent dignity and inalienable rights of all members of the human family is the foundation of

freedom justice and peace in the world the international covenants on economic social and cultural rights and on civil and

political rights state that all human rights derive from inherent dignity of the human person some modern constitutions include

human dignity as a fundamental non derogable right others mention it as a right to be protected alongside other rights it is not
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only lawyers concerned with human rights who have to contend with the concept of human dignity the concept has been

discussed by inter alia theologians philosophers and anthropologists in this book leading scholars in constitutional and

international law human rights theology philosophy history and classics from various countries discuss the concept of human

dignity from differing perspectives these perspectives help to elucidate the meaning of the concept in human rights discourse

The Concept of Human Dignity in Human Rights Discourse 2021-08-04

we often speak of the dignity owed to a person and dignity is a word that regularly appears in political speeches charters are

promulgated in its name and appeals to it are made when people all over the world struggle to achieve their rights but what

exactly is dignity when one person physically assaults another we feel the wrong demands immediate condemnation and

legal sanction whereas when one person humiliates or thoughtlessly makes use of another we recognize the wrong and hope

for a remedy but the social response is less clear the injury itself may be hard to quantify given our concern with human

dignity it is odd that it has received comparatively little scrutiny here george kateb asks what human dignity is and why it

matters for the claim to rights he proposes that dignity is an existential value that pertains to the identity of a person as a

human being to injure or even to try to efface someone s dignity is to treat that person as not human or less than human as

a thing or instrument or subhuman creature kateb does not limit the notion of dignity to individuals but extends it to the

human species the dignity of the human species rests on our uniqueness among all other species in the book s concluding
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section he argues that despite the ravages we have inflicted on it nature would be worse off without humanity the supremely

fitting task of humanity can be seen as a stewardship of nature this secular defense of human dignity the first book length

attempt of its kind crowns the career of a distinguished political thinker

Human Dignity 2011-05-03

dignity plays a central role in current thinking about law and human rights but there is sharp disagreement about its meaning

combining conceptual precision with a broad historical background michael rosen puts these controversies in context and

offers a novel constructive proposal penetrating and sprightly rosen rightly emphasizes the centrality of catholicism in the

modern history of human dignity his command of the history is impressive rosen is a wonderful guide to the recent german

constitutional thinking about human dignity rosen is in general an urbane and witty companion achieving his aim of accessibly

written philosophy samuel moyn the nation an elegant interesting and lucid exploration of the concept of dignity drawing on

classical liberal and catholic traditions rosen hopes to rehabilitate dignity to its rightful place near the centre of moral thought

rosen s admirable book deserves wide attention from political theorists jurisprudes and political philosophers simon blackburn

times higher education dignity deserves to be widely read not only for its intrinsic interest but also as a corrective to the habit

of discussing such topics in abstraction from their social context whether or not one agrees with rosen s arguments there can

be no doubt he has widened our horizons rae langton times literary supplement
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The Struggle for Human Dignity 1973

focused at the theoretical level this volume seeks to clarify our understanding of various historical and contemporary concepts

of human dignity it examines the various meanings of the term dignity before looking at the philosophical sources of dignity

and both religious and secular attempts to provide a grounding for the notion it also compares the merits and defects of older

and newer concepts of dignity including extensions of dignity to groups animals and machines

Dignity 2012-03-20

human dignity social movements invoke it several national constitutions enshrine it and it features prominently in international

human rights documents but what is human dignity why is it important and what is its relationship to human rights this book

offers a sophisticated and comprehensive defence of the view that human dignity is the moral heart of human rights first it

clarifies the network of concepts associated with dignity paramount within this network is a core notion of human dignity as an

inherent non instrumental egalitarian and high priority normative status of human persons people have this status in virtue of

their valuable human capacities rather than as a result of their national origin and other conventional features second it shows

how human dignity gives rise to an inspiring ideal of solidaristic empowerment which calls us to support people s pursuit of a

flourishing life by affirming both negative duties not to block or destroy and positive duties to protect and facilitate the
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development and exercise of the valuable capacities at the basis of their dignity the most urgent of these duties are

correlative to human rights third this book illustrates how the proposed dignitarian approach allows us to articulate the content

justification and feasible implementation of specific human rights including contested ones such as the rights to democratic

political participation and to decent labour conditions finally this book s dignitarian approach helps illuminate the arc of

humanist justice identifying both the difference and the continuity between the basic requirements of human rights and more

expansive requirements of social justice such as those defended by liberal egalitarians and democratic socialists human

dignity is indeed the moral heart of human rights understanding it enables us to defend human rights as the urgent ethical

and political project that puts humanity first

The Inherence of Human Dignity 2021-02-15

dignity is humanity s most prized possession we experience the loss of dignity as a terrible humiliation when we lose our

dignity we feel deprived of something without which life no longer seems worth living but what exactly is this trait that we

value so highly in this important new book distinguished philosopher peter bieri looks afresh at the notion of human dignity in

contrast to most traditional views he argues that dignity is not an innate quality of human beings or a right that we possess by

virtue of being human rather dignity is a certain way to lead one s life it is a pattern of thought experience and action in other

words a way of living in bieri s account there are three key dimensions to dignity as a way of living the first is the way i am
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treated by others they can treat me in a way that leaves my dignity intact or they can destroy my dignity the second

dimension concerns the way that i treat other people do i treat them in a way that allows me to live a dignified life the third

dimension concerns the view that i have of myself which ways of seeing and treating myself allow me to maintain a sense of

dignity in the actual flow of day to day life these three dimensions of dignity are often interwoven and this accounts in part for

the complexity of the situations and experiences in which our dignity is at stake so why did we invent dignity and what role

does it play in our lives as thinking and acting beings our lives are fragile and constantly under threat a dignified way of living

argues bieri is humanity s way of coping with this threat in our constantly endangered lives it is important to stand our ground

with confidence thus a dignified way of living is not any way of living it is a particular way of responding to the existential

experience of being under threat it is also a particular way of answering the question what kind of life do we wish to live this

beautifully written reflection on our most cherished human value will be of interest to a wide readership

Human Dignity and Human Rights 2019-01-22

first published in 1970 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company
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Human Dignity 2017-01-12

an analytical study of human dignity as the humanity of a person as a constitutional value and a constitutional right

Human Dignity 1970

the idea of human dignity is central to any reflection on the nature of human worth however the idea is a complex one that

also takes on many different forms this unique collection explores the idea of human dignity as it arises within these many

different domains opening up the possibility of a multidisciplinary conversation that illuminates the concept itself the book

includes essays by leading australian and international figures

Human Dignity 2015-01-29

by mr christos giakoumopoulos
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Perspectives on Human Dignity: A Conversation 2007-10-06

this book advances our understanding of the nature grounds and limits of human dignity by connecting it with kant s notion of

an ideal moral community or kingdom of ends it features original essays by leading kant scholars and moral and political

philosophers from around the world although kant s influential injunction to treat humanity as an end in itself and never

merely as a means has garnered the most attention among those interested in analyzing human dignity with a kantian lens

kant himself places much more emphasis on the kingdom of ends as crucial for defining human dignity the chapters in this

collection focus not only on interpretive issues related to the kingdom of ends but also on practical applications that have the

potential to advance discussions about the nature and foundations of rights the content of moral principles the importance of

moral ideals and attitudes and the nature of moral motivation exploring and connecting the ideas of human dignity and the

kingdom of ends significantly deepens our moral understanding advances discussions in moral and political philosophy and

enhances our appreciation of kant s moral theory human dignity and the kingdom of ends kantian perspectives and practical

applications will appeal to scholars and advanced students of kant moral philosophy political philosophy and political theory

Principe Du Respect de la Dignité de la Personne Humaine 1999-01-01

this thought provoking introduction provides an incisive overview of dignity law a field of law emerging in every region of the
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globe that touches all significant aspects of the human experience through an examination of the burgeoning case law in this

area james r may and erin daly reveal a strong overlapping consensus surrounding the meaning of human dignity as a legal

right and a fundamental value of nations large and small and how this global jurisprudence is redefining the relationship

between individuals and the state

Human Dignity and the Kingdom of Ends 2021-12-30

degradation dehumanization instrumentalization humiliation and nonrecognition these concepts point to ways in which we

understand human beings to be violated in their dignity violations of human dignity are brought about by concrete practices

and conditions some commonly acknowledged such as torture and rape and others more contested such as poverty and

exclusion this volume collates reflections on such concepts and a range of practices deepening our understanding of human

dignity and its violation bringing to the surface interrelationships and commonalities and pointing to the values that are

thereby shown to be in danger in presenting a streamlined discussion from a negative perspective complemented by

conclusions for a positive account of human dignity the book is at once a contribution to the body of literature on what dignity

is and how it should be protected as well as constituting an alternative fresh and focused perspective relevant to this

significant recurring debate as the concept of human dignity itself crosses disciplinary boundaries this is mirrored in the

unique range of perspectives brought by the book s european and american contributors in philosophy and ethics law human
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rights literature cultural studies and interdisciplinary research this volume will be of interest to social and moral philosophers

legal and human rights theorists practitioners and students

Advanced Introduction to Human Dignity and Law 2020-09-25

society and law grit kamir

Humiliation, Degradation, Dehumanization 2010-10-07

human rights for human dignity outlines some of the key features of economic social and cultural rights it presents an

overview of these rights outlines their scope and content and gives examples of violations and what can be done to address

them it highlights the obligations of governments and the human rights responsibilities of other actors including international

organizations and corporations this revised and updated second edition reflects significant developments over the past

decade in advancing these rights
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Concept of Human Dignity in Human Rights Discourse 2002-04-24

ernst bloch was one of the most original and influential of contemporary european thinkers leaving his mark in fields ranging

from philosophy and social theory to aesthetics and theology this book represents a unique attempt to reconcile the traditional

oppositions of the natural law and social utopian traditions providing basic insights into the meaning of human rights in a

socialist society

Human Rights for Human Dignity 2014

this volume is devoted to exploring a subject which on the surface might appear to be just a trending topic in fact it is much

more than a trend it relates to an ancient permanent issue which directly connects with people s life and basic needs the

recognition and protection of individuals dignity in particular the inherent worthiness of the most vulnerable human beings the

content of this book is described well enough by its title human dignity of the vulnerable in the age of rights certainly we do

not claim that only the human dignity of vulnerable people should be recognized and protected we rather argue that since

vulnerability is part of the human condition human vulnerability is not at odds with human dignity to put it simply human

dignity is compatible with vulnerability a concept of human dignity which discards or denies the dignity of the vulnerable and

weak is at odds with the real human condition even those individuals who might seem more skilled and talented are fragile
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vulnerable and limited we need to realize that human condition is not limitless it is crucial to re discover a sense of

moderation regarding ourselves a sense of reality concerning our own nature some lines of thought take the opposite view it

is sometimes argued that humankind is or is called to be powerful and that the time will come when there will be no

vulnerability no fragility no limits at all human beings will become like god or what believers might think god to be this

perspective rejects human vulnerability as in intrinsic evil those who are frail or weak who are not autonomous or not able to

care for themselves do not possess dignity in this volume it is claimed that vulnerability is an inherent part of human condition

and because human dignity belongs to all individuals laws are called to recognize and protect the rights of all of them

particularly of those who might appear to be more vulnerable and fragile

Natural Law and Human Dignity 1986

a theoretical historical and juridical exegesis of human dignity in international law over two centuries

Human Dignity of the Vulnerable in the Age of Rights 2016-08-26

immanuel kant is often considered to be the source of the contemporary idea of human dignity but his conception of human

dignity and its relation to human value and to the requirement to respect others have not been widely understood kant on

human dignity offers the first in depth study in english of this subject based on a comprehensive analysis of all the passages
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in which kant uses the term dignity as well as an analysis of the most prominent arguments for a value of human beings in

the kant literature the book carefully examines different ways of construing the relationship between dignity value and respect

for others it takes seriously kant s copernican revolution in moral philosophy kant argues that moral imperatives cannot be

based on any values without yielding heteronomy instead it is imperatives of reason that determine what is valuable the

requirement to respect all human beings is one such imperative respect for human beings does not follow from human dignity

for this would violate autonomy but is an unconditional command of reason following this train of thought yields a unified

account of kant s moral philosophy

Human Dignity in International Law 2021-11-25

sanctity of life and human dignity are two bioethical concepts that play an important role in bioethical discussions despite their

separate history and content they have similar functions in these discussions in many cases they are used to bring a difficult

or controversial debate to an end they serve as unquestionable cornerstones of morality as rocks able to weather the storms

of moral pluralism this book provides the reader with analyses of these two concepts from different philosophical professional

and cultural points of view sanctity of life and human dignity presents a comparative analysis of both concepts
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Kant on Human Dignity 2011-10-27

interdisciplinary exploration of asian understandings of human dignity and human rights in courts religion and socio political

changes

Sanctity of Life and Human Dignity 1996-04-30

connecting three generations of critical theorists this edited collection focuses on the mutual complementarity between the

concept of human dignity and the theory and practice of human rights human dignity has recently emerged as a controversial

theme in the philosophy of human rights and has become the subject of a growing debate involving theological political

juridical moral and biomedical perspectives previously interpretations of this concept took for granted specific definitions of

this term without accounting for the perspective offered by a critical theory of human rights this interdisciplinary perspective

relies on a tradition that goes from immanuel kant to jürgen habermas influences new generations and sheds more light on

how human dignity is used and abused in contemporary discourses based on this tradition the contributors sustain an

engaged discussion of the topic and address issues such as domination colonialism multiculturalism globalization and

cosmopolitanism informed by different contexts each author offers a unique contribution to distinctive aspects of the

necessary internal correlation between human dignity and human rights this book will be of interest to students and
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researchers in human rights in europe north america and latin america and readers in the areas of political science

philosophy sociology law and international relations

Human Dignity in Asia 2022-09-15

this timely collection brings together a diverse array of field leading contributors in order to offer an interdisciplinary

investigation into a discourse research and action agenda in pursuit of the universal application of human dignity

Human Dignity 2018-06-04

from human dignity to natural law shows how the whole of the natural law as understood in the aristotelian thomistic tradition

is contained implicitly in human dignity human dignity means existing for one s own good the common good as well as one s

individual good and not as a mere means to an alien good but what is the true human good this question is answered with a

careful analysis of aristotle s definition of happiness the natural law can then be understood as the precepts that guide us in

achieving happiness to show that human dignity is a reality in the nature of things and not a mere human invention it is

necessary to show that human beings exist by nature for the achievement of the properly human good in which happiness is

found this implies finality in nature since contemporary natural science does not recognize final causality the book explains

why living things as least must exist for a purpose and why the scientific method as currently understood is not able to deal
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with this question these reflections will also enable us to respond to a common criticism of natural law theory that it attempts

to derive statements of what ought to be from statements about what is after defining the natural law and relating it to human

or positive law richard berquist considers aquinas s formulation of the first principle of the natural law it then discusses the

love commandments to love god above all things and to love one s neighbor as oneself as the first precepts of the natural

law subsequent chapters are devoted to clarifying and defending natural law precepts concerned with the life issues with

sexual morality and marriage and with fundamental natural rights from human dignity to natural law concludes with a

discussion of alternatives to the natural law

Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Human Dignity and Human Rights 2019-11-18

this book discusses issues concerning human rights and religion related to this is a larger question how can universal spiritual

and moral values help to shape politics the economy and society as a whole

From Human Dignity to Natural Law 2019-10-11

this booklet deals with human dignity by looking at the different roles the human rights defender the scholar and the human

rights ngo can play in defending dignity
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Rights, Religion and Reform 2002

adopting an interdisciplinary perspective this volume explores the reality of the principle of human dignity a core value which

is increasingly invoked in our societies and legal systems this book provides a systematic overview of the legal and

philosophical concept in sixteen countries representing different cultural and religious contexts and examines in particular its

use in a developing case law including of the european court of human rights and of the inter american court of human rights

whilst omnipresent in the context of bioethics this book reveals its wider use in healthcare more generally treatment of

prisoners education employment and matters of life and death in many countries in this unique comparative work contributing

authors share a multidisciplinary analysis of the use and potential misuse of the principle of dignity in europe africa south and

north america and asia by revealing the ambivalence of human dignity in a wide range of cultures and contexts and through

the evolving reality of case law this book is a valuable resource for students scholars and professionals working in bioethics

medicine social sciences and law ultimately it will make all those who invoke the principle of human dignity more aware of its

multi layered character and force us all to reflect on its ability to further social justice within our societies

Defending Human Dignity 2017

the concept of human dignity has become central to politics law and theology but is little understood this book presents a
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wide ranging collection of edited essays from specialists in law theology politics and history and defines the main areas of

current debates about the concept in these disciplines

The Reality of Human Dignity in Law and Bioethics 2018-11-19

this book throws a spotlight on the under explored african perspective on the mercurial concept of human dignity to do so it

employs two strategies in the first instance it considers african theories of human dignity 1 vitality 2 community 3 personhood

secondly it explores the plausibility of these theories by applying them to select applied ethics themes specifically animal

ethics disability ethics and euthanasia the aim of this book is not to argue for the plausibility of these african theories but to

familiarize the global audience of philosophy ethics and related disciplines legal studies sociology bioethics and so on with a

neglected african perspective on this vital concept the books is aimed at scholars of philosophy interested in non european

and specifically african perspective

Understanding Human Dignity 2014

probing human dignity from multiple disciplinary backgrounds by scholars from a variety of countries and different cultures is

an intense intellectual and emotional venture the intensity emerges from an encounter with human dignity that challenges

individuals communities and society at large to navigate different spheres of human action including ethical moral religious
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and legal realms difficulties arise in the attempt to bridge the conversation about human dignity across cultures and traditions

this volume addresses such difficulties exploring new horizons of the discourse and offering a mosaic of the quest for human

dignity alas the denial of a person s dignity continues to manifest in contemporary life through injustices often related to

personal hardship crisis unrest or upheaval this collection confronts such injustices with sensitive complex nuanced and

academically rigorous engagement each chapter begins from the understanding that recognizing and investigating human

dignity often occurs at the threshold where in times of societal crisis or individual hardship questions of human dignity turn

into ethical moral and legal dilemmas the objective of this volume is to draw on theoretical and conceptual distinctions of

human dignity in order to inform new perspectives that probe its ambiguity the contributors offer greater clarity and push

beyond existing thresholds to develop new paradigms that cross disciplinary lines while speaking to the goals and needs of

post modern societies and individuals each contributor crosses into new territory to examine a pressing legal or societal issue

with a new lens the authors worked together as an international and interdisciplinary research group within the framework of

the 2nd intercontinental academia of the ubias network university based institutes for advanced studies this volume reflects

their journey their fruitful collaboration and their scholarly endeavors the result is a collection that serves as a fresh and

exciting contribution to the contemporary human dignity discourse
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Human Dignity in African Philosophy 2022-03-01

this human rights primer outlines key features of economic social and cultural rights it highlights not only the obligations of

governments within their own countries but also their international obligations and the human rights responsibilities of

international organizations and corporations it points to the duties of states under international law to take immediate action to

respect protect and fulfill these rights

Probing Human Dignity 2024-02-12

the punta del este declaration and this book dedicated to elaborating upon it is devoted to exploring the ways that human

dignity for everyone everywhere can be a useful tool in helping to address the challenges and strains facing human rights in

the world today in 2018 an initiative was instigated to revitalize the human rights project by way of engaging the notion of

human dignity this resulted in the punta del este declaration on human dignity for everyone everywhere punta del este

declaration a declaration co authored by over 30 human rights experts from all over the world the punta del este declaration

simplifies and brings coherence to the concept of human dignity in 10 brief statements that capture the many dimensions and

aspects of human dignity and the practical ways that human dignity is useful in the promotion of human rights this book

provides an overview of how the notion of human dignity has been used to strengthen human rights it discusses how human
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dignity playsmany different roles in human rights discourse and has the force to revitalize the human rights project it is the

foundational principle upon which the human rights project is built but it is also the telos or end goal of human rights at the

same time it is an important evaluative mechanism for assessing how well a country is doing in the implementation of human

rights the book will be a valuable resource for all those working in the areas of international human rights law legal philosophy

and law and religion

Human Dignity in Context 2015-11

what does it mean to love someone what does the concept of human dignity mean and what are its consequences what

marks the end of a person s life is personhood more than consciousness these perplexing questions lurk beneath the surface

of everyday life surfacing only to demand urgent attention in crises renowned german philosopher robert spaemann

addresses these and other foundational enigmas in three eloquent short essays speaking wisdom to controversy he offers

carefully considered novel approaches to key philosophical and theological questions about the nature of human love the

paradoxes of love dignity human dignity and human nature and death is brain death the death of a human person
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Human Rights for Human Dignity 2005

this volume compares the writings of aristotle st thomas aquinas jacques maritain and charlis de koninck on the dignity of the

individual and the common good topics fundamental to catholic social teaching

Dignity and International Human Rights Law 2021-10-25

the universal declaration of human rights recognizes that social and economic welfare is essential for human dignity freedom

to develop as a person and ultimately social security in the broad sense of social justice this study examines the text context

and origins of article 22 which establish an entitlement to the economic social and cultural esc rights indispensable for

wellbeing by using legal rights to define socially just conduct that secures human dignity article 22 reorients philosophical

approaches to the conception and processes of social justice the individual the community and the state are collaboratively

engaged in the realization of esc rights through national effort and international cooperation esc rights must be implemented

as a whole not selectively this approach serves a functional purpose as well since in operation the rights are largely

interdependent the study analyzes the current tendency to fragment the pursuit of esc rights into selective and uncoordinated

initiatives and proposes adjustments to the theory and practice governing the responsibility and conduct of states international

organizations the business sector and other private actors the legal principles rooted in article 22 create a vital connection
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between human rights and development that reshapes development cooperation in relations between states and in

multilateral efforts like the millennium development goals and policies of international financial institutions development

success needs to be redefined to include reducing inequality and assisting the most vulnerable and marginalized

development processes should integrate methods that ensure participation transparency and accountability even so

democratic processes are no guarantee that esc rights will be taken seriously nor do they necessarily lead to full elimination

of economic and social inequality judicial enforcement and solidarity among private actors and attention to the synergies that

realization of one esc right provides another are equally important to making the entitlement a reality for all the approach to

human rights in article 22 acts as a compass in the pursuit of social justice its course to realizing esc rights reaches beyond

mere assets and material comforts and surpasses quantitative assessments of equality and non discrimination critical as

these may be rather progress toward social justice through esc rights is measured by assessing whether the opportunities

resources and freedoms provided to people are sufficient for their full and free development as human beings individually and

as members of society article 22 affirms the vision of a just society in which dignity and personal development are secured

with esc rights that offer the chance for well being to everyone this book is the third volume in the universal declaration of

human rights series the series will consist of approximately 20 volumes each dealing with a substantive right or group of

rights set forth in the universal declaration of human rights udhr each volume is authored by an expert in human rights

generally and in the particular subject addressed without losing sight of the political context in which the implementation of

human rights must occur each book provides a comprehensive legally oriented analysis of the rights concerned including an
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examination of the legislative history of the text of each right as adopted in 1948 the right s subsequent articulation and

interpretation by international bodies and in subsequent international instruments and a surv

Love and the Dignity of Human Life 2012-01-09

the concept of human dignity has been stripped from its traditional context in christian thought becoming a moral trump frayed

by heavy use but a compelling alternate vision has not yet emerged god and human dignity offers a fresh restatement of the

nature and scope of human dignity in christian perspective theologians ethicists and biblical scholars from around the world

here examine the dimensions of human worth in the light of sacred scripture doctrine and ecclesial practice in contrast to

modernity s often monochromatic accounts of human dignity in terms of freedom or rationality these essays argue that human

dignity in christian perspective is a many splendored thing reflecting humanity s participation in the divine drama of creation

redemption and new creation representing disciplines across the academic spectrum the essays in god and human dignity

offer systematic and scriptural perspectives on human dignity that connect to a host of pressing contemporary issues
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Securing Dignity and Freedom through Human Rights 2011-12-09
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